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Idea of Time



Stocks and Flows

Types of Capital:

K Machines H Human S Social

Capital is a stock

These stocks yield flows of benefits over time

How should all these benefits be valued?
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Future is worth less than the present

We discount the future relative to the present

The future has a lower weight

Two reasons why we discount the future:

1. Impatience: enjoy now if we have money now

2. Interest: earn interest if we invest money now

Inflation is irrelevant: these reasons hold with or

without inflation
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The future in Present Values

Express any future amount in Present Value PV

PV is what a future amount is worth if we get it now

If we have $100 now that we invest to earn interest

at rate R, in one year we will have FV=(1+R)$100

PV of FV=(1+R)$100 received in one year is $100

PV = FV /(1 + R)N
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Example

PV = FV /(1 + R)N

Promise of FV=$500 in five years with current

interest rate R=10%

PV = $500/(1 + 0.1)5

= $310

What value of R should we choose?
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Exhaustible Resources



Production decisions

Should you produce now or later?

• Producing now means $ now

• Producing later may mean even more $ later

The decision really matters for exhaustible resources

(e.g., gold, silver, oil)

Dig up X now there is -X left for later (wheat

regrows, gold does not)

So, how much should you dig up now?
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Model for mining gold

Assumptions:

• Two periods (1 now, 2 later)

• Marginal cost of mining (C) is fixed over time

• Price of gold changes over time (Pt)

• Gold market is perfectly competitive

• Interest rate (R)

Options:

T1 Mine gold in period 1; sell at price P1

T2 Leave in ground in period 1; mine in period 2;

sell at price P2
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Production options

Options:

T1 Mine gold in period 1; sell at price P1

T2 Mine in period 2; sell at price P2

Earnings per option:

T1 Price minus cost [P1-C]

T2 PV price minus cost [(P2-C)/(1+R)]

Choose option with highest earnings:

P1-C or (P2-C)/(1+R)
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Finding equilibrium

T1 If P1-C > (P2-C)/(1+R), mine in period 1

But if everyone mines now, P1 will fall

T2 If P1-C < (P2-C)/(1+R), mine in period 2

But if everyone waits to mine, P1 will rise

Equilibrium is reached when:

P1-C = (P2-C)/(1+R)
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Solving for price path

P1 − C = (P2 − C )/(1 + R)

(P1 − C )(1 + R) = (P2 − C )

(P1 − C ) + R(P1 − C ) = (P2 − C )

(P2 − C ) = (P1 − C ) + R(P1 − C )

Hotelling’s Rule: the net price of an exhaustible

resource increases each period by the interest rate

(P t+1-C) = (Pt-C)+R(Pt-C)
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Example price path

With P0 = $200,C = $100,R = 10%

(P1 − 100) = [200− 100] + 0.1[200− 100])

P1 = 210

(P2 − 100) = [210− 100] + 0.1[210− 100])

P2 = 221

(P3 − 100) = [221− 100] + 0.1[221− 100])

P3 = 233

Net price grows at the rate of interest
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Example

In equilibrium:

P2-C = [P1-C]+R[P1-C]

• Expect war in oil-producing countries; expect

P2 to rise

• Oil-miners extract less now, saving oil to sell in

period 2

• Price in period 1 goes up immediately
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Monopoly mine owner

Assume only one firm controls the resource

Equilibrium is now based on Marginal Revenue, not

price:

MR2-C = [MR1-C]+R[MR1-C]

So, net MR increases at rate of interest

If P falls, monopolist’s revenue is lower on all units

The monopolist saves more of the exhaustible

resource than private firms in perfect competition do
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Example: Monopoly price path

Pt = 500− Qt

MRt = 500− 2Qt

If Pt = $300 =⇒ Qt = 200,MRt = $100

Assume C=$0, R=0.1

MRt+1 = 1.1MRt = $110

Solving for Q and P :

110 = 500− 2Qt+1

Qt+1 = 195

Pt+1 = 305
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Monopolist mines more slowly

In example, Pt=300 and Pt+1=305

∆P = (305− 300)/300 = 0.017

• Price only increases by 1.7%, but R is 10%

• The price is not going up as fast under a

monopolist

• Monopolist is not mining as fast; resource is

being saved
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Hotelling’s full rule

For a non-renewable exhaustible resource with

(1) completely known stock

(2) no discoveries of new stocks

(3) no alternatives

(4) no recycling

(5) private ownership

(6) constant costs of extraction

the net price increases at the rate of interest
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Predictions

What happens to oil prices if:

• More oil might be found?

Upward pressure on P should encourage

investment in exploration

• Cost of extraction increases as stock falls?

Upward pressure on P will be even faster

• Alternatives exist?

Upward pressure on P causes switching to

backstop fuels/technologies
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Durable Goods



Durable goods last a long time

Durable goods last a long time:

• When bought by consumers, they can be resold

• As inventory, they do not decay

Examples: land, antiques, sports memorabilia

How should firms sell these durable goods?
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Example 1/4

You have Q = 8 acres of national forest land to sell

As the owner of national forest land no one else has,

you are a monopolist

To sell each acre, MC = AC = $10 in legal fees

Demand: P = 40− 4Q

What should you do to max π?
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Example 2/4

To sell Q=8, set P=40-(4×8) = $8

But that will not max π

Max π:

MC = MR

10 = 40− 8Q

Q = 3.75

P = 40− (4× 3.75) = $25

π = 3.75(25− 10) = $56

Problem solved?
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Example 3/4

No one will buy at P=$25

Still 4.25(=8-3.75) acres left

Buyers will wait for those acres to come to market

Land is durable, so those acres will come up

eventually as long as P > MC

If P=MC, 10=40-4Q =⇒ Q = 7.5

Buyers will wait until P=$10

What is solution?
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Example 4/4

Solution for seller of acres:

• Pre-commit to reduce output to Q=3.75 acres

• “Dispose” of remaining R=4.25 acres

“Disposal” techniques:

• Give away R=4.25 as national park (tax break)

• Lease Q=3.75 acres (buyers will now pay $25;

if R=4.25 comes to market, they can

renegotiate lease)

“Disposal” techniques for antiques, memorabilia?

Famous painters?
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Any Questions?
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